The CJK_C1 editors met in IRG#26 in Hue, Vietnam, on 5 to 7, June, 2006. Editors are from China, R.O.Korea, Japan, HKSAR, TCA, USA/Unicode and Vietnam.

1. Review and discussion of “mistakenly unified or missing” characters of CJK_C1 (ref.: IRGN1201 from D.P.R.Korea, IRGN1202 from Macao SAR and IRGN1208 from China).

   The group reviewed each characters of document IRGN1201, IRGN1202 and IRGN1208 and discussed the 3 documents.

   The group decided not to discuss any question (IRGN 1201 and IRGN1202) not reflected in the latest version of CJK_C1, i.e. IRGN1194 CJK_C1_v61, to make the C1 stable as much as possible. The group rejected the request of getting back the proposed 1,183 G-source characters (IRGN1208) which included in CJK_C1_v52 but not in CJK_C1_v60 and v61.

   The group appreciates the input of D.P.R.Korea, Macao SAR and China. Their comments will be discussed as part of CJK_C2 project. (See item 5.)

2. Review and discussion matters of the latest version of CJK_C1 (ref.: IRGN1198 from Japan and IRGN1194 CJK_C1_v61).

   The group reviewed document IRGN1198 (Japan) and agreed to drop
one J-source character (JMK65904, C1 no. 08772) from CJK_C1.

The group reviewed and discussed 33 questioned characters in D set of CJK_C1_v61 (IRGN1194), 27 characters were restored to CJK_C1, because IRG editors got immediate consensus with no problems. Other characters, IRG editors recognized needs of more discussion, were removed from CJK_C1, because the group understood such discussion may introduce unpredictable instability to CJK_C1 set, that should absolutely be avoided. Read attachment 1 for discussion records.

The group decided to drop all characters listed in G set of CJK_C1_v61 (IRGN1194).

3. Discussion of submission of CJK_C1 to WG2 (ref.: IRGN1197 and IRGN1203 from Japan).

The group reviewed and discussed questions and suggestions in document IRGN1197 and IRGN1203. The group agreed that the CJK_C1 should be finalized at IRG#26 and be proposed to WG2#49 for acceptance of ISO/IEC 10646: 2003 AMD3.

The group agreed that for smooth acceptance of CJK_C1 to ISO/IEC 10646: 2003 AMD3, sufficient evidences for every character are necessarily needed. Besides the source of every character, it is strongly encouraged that an image proving the actual existence of every character can be available, or, the precisely detailed source or actual meanings are required. Samples are given in document IRGN1197. The IRG member’s chief editors shall submit their own CJK_C1 evidences to the IRG Chief Editor no later than 2006-08-13.

The group agreed that every IRG member provides its own TrueType fonts for code charts of CJK_C1. The fonts shall be submitted to the IRG Chief Editor and the IRG Technical Editor no later than 2006-08-13 (for multi-column code charts). The concrete fonts format will be distributed to IRG member’s chief editors by 2006-06-20. A sample of fonts format is attached to this CJK_C1 editorial group report. (attachment 2)
The group agreed that the IRG Chief Editor shall provide a summary form with fonts and consolidated evidences to the IRG Rapporteur no later than 2006-08-27.

The IRG Technical Editor shall generate and distribute CJK_C1 multi-columns code charts with sources to IRG member’s chief editors by 2006-08-27.

4. Discussion of CJK_B multi-columns.

After review of IRG resolution M24.10 and WG2 resolution M45.33, the group decided that IRG members should submit their own TrueType fonts of CJK_B to the IRG Chief Editor and the IRG Technical Editor no later than 2006-10-31. The IRG Technical Editor should generate a draft list of CJK_B with multi-columns no later than the 1st day of IRG#27 (preferable 1 week before the meeting) for review at IRG#27.

5. Discussion of future project of CJK extension.

The group decided to request IRG to start CJK_C2 project after IRG#26. The CJK_C2 project shall contain all characters in CJK_C1_v52 but not in v61. The characters of urgent needs and to be proposed can be considered to acceptance of this project, the date of submission of these proposals and necessary information (such as sources and evidences) should be decided at IRG#27.

The group decided to request IRG to start discussion of CJK_D project at IRG#28.

China introduced a preliminary proposal on future CJK extension. (IRGN1199, no discussion)
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